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Foreword

One of the greatest challenges for both families and practitioners is a young child’s successful 
transition to a new experience.

All children experience points of transition throughout their lives from birth but those that take 
place in their youngest years are of particular importance and can effect how they learn and develop 
through their lives.

In Blackpool the aim of providing excellent quality services to young children is shared by all 
practitioners.  High quality experiences can be provided in a variety of settings - home, childminders, 
school, Children’s Centres, pre-schools and nurseries. As children develop they will move from one of 
these settings to the next on a journey that will go on for many years through their lives.

Transition not only affects children, it can also affect their parents and families who may need 
additional support and advice at these transitional times.  It is important that children and parents are 
listened to for effective partnerships to be developed and the needs of all to be understood and acted 
upon.

This guidance has been written to support all practitioners from Reception and Year 1 to assist children 
and families adapt to change.  It is important that continuity of provision and experience is maintained 
as much as possible and practitioners working together can achieve this. 

We hope that practitioners will use the information and guidance to support, develop and enhance the 
work they do with children and families so that we guarantee secure transitions and ensure we get it 
right for everybody.

Blackpool Council would like to thank Alistair Bryce-Clegg for undertaking this research and for his 
tenacity and commitment to ensuring the outcomes were achieved.  Also big thanks to the Reception 
and Year 1 staff at the four schools involved for their hard work and dedication to getting the 
transitions right for the families and children they work with.

St Nicholas CE Primary

Claremont Community Primary

Our Lady of the Assumption RC Primary

St Cuthbert’s RC Primary
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Blackpool Transition Project

The introduction of the Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum made some signifi cant differences 
to the way that children were taught in their Nursery and Reception years. Not only did it have a large 
impact on what they are taught it also radically changed the environment in which they were taught.

Previously Reception and Year One environments had been very similar in most settings and the 
transition between the two year groups was relatively straight forward. This positive change to our 
education system for children in the Early Years began to produce some negative outcomes when they 
moved into Key Stage One.

One of the biggest inhibitors to attainment in schools is children’s self-confi dence and level of anxiety. 
When children feel comfortable and ‘at home’ in their environment they are far more likely to succeed. 
When they are subjected to signifi cant change it can take many children a long time to adjust to their 
new situation. During this period of adjustment their potential for maximum attainment is drastically 
reduced.
The purpose of this project was to take four very different settings in Blackpool and work with them to 
create an approach to transition that minimized the potential for anxiety and maximised the potential 
for attainment.

The aims of the project were:

• To raise awareness of the principles of effective practice in the EYFS and how this can be 
developed into Year 1 

• To address parents understanding and awareness of the value of a more play based 
curriculum in Year 1 and to give schools the confi dence and tools to promote this

• To address the concerns of children at transition to Year 1
• To ensure the effective use of assessment at transition to Year 1
• To disseminate good practice from the project schools to all schools across Blackpool and 

wider

Schools were invited to bid for inclusion into the project. The criteria for the bid were:

• Willingness to allow staff time in Year 1 and Reception to undertake action research as part of 
the project (some supply costs)

• Willingness to use the fi ndings from the research to infl uence current and future practice
• A desire to look at policy and practice in Year 1 in depth and make any appropriate changes
• A willingness to undertake a whole school approach to successful transition
• Willingness to share the information with other schools in Blackpool
• Willingness to host visits from other practitioners during and after the project

Once the successful schools had been identifi ed then the project work could begin. Each setting was 
given a very basic outline of what the focus of the project would be and what they would be expected 
to produce for the project.

We started by looking at the following points in each school

       • Analysing and documenting current Transition practice to Year 1 in the schools on the project

• Discussing with children and parents – expectations, concerns, worries etc. What do they expect to 
see?  What would they like to see? Baseline these.

• Looking at the environment in Year 1 – how could it be changed, adapted to ensure transition 
is smooth and effective for all children, fl exible enough so it can be changed and adapted 
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throughout the year, provide for continuous provision, indoors and 
outdoors which is stimulating and inviting to engage and challenge all 
children and responds to a wide range of learners.

• Looking at what happens at transition in terms of assessment transfer and 
effective use of the EYFSP in Year 1?

• Putting plans put in place with short and long term actions throughout the 
duration of the project

• Producing a good practice toolkit.

The main indicator for success within the project was not going to be based on 
academic attainment, although that data would be taken into account. 

As previously stated, it is when children feel most comfortable that there is the most potential to 
engage them in learning therefore it was the children’s levels of Wellbeing and Involvement that we 
would be assessing as they moved through the process.
To support us to do this we asked each of the schools to choose 6 reception children at the beginning 
of the project and carry out a Wellbeing and Involvement assessment on them using the Leuven Scales

 Started in 1976 by Ferre Laevers at the University of Leuven, the LIS-YC is a process-oriented 
monitoring system, which provides professionals with a tool for quality assessment of educational 
settings. It looks at how ‘involved’ the children are in their work and their ‘emotional well-being’ 
allowing professionals to highlight children who may need extra support in the classroom to help each 
child reach their full potential in terms of learning.

 By assessing the children on their well-being and involvement not only can we identify the children 
who need extra care but use the tool to observe children more closely. Finally their problems can be 
analysed goals set out so that a plan of action and possible interventions can be decided upon. 
The class group can be assessed quickly and effectively by using the rating scales, follow ups 
observations can be carried out for children not showing development and interventions can be 
planned and action taken in order to help the children move forward.

This assessment would be carried out again as these children moved into Year One to see if the 
settings existing transition arrangements had any effect on the results.
Once the settings had a year to work on their transition arrangements the same process would be 
carried out again on 6 Reception children in the Summer term and then again on those children in the 
Autumn term of Year One to see if the changes that had been made would have any impact on results.

Settings were also asked to keep a more detailed Learning Log on 2 children from each cohort and 
the practitioners themselves were asked to keep a diary that recorded the changes they made to their 
practice including both successes and challenges!

Of course, no practitioner research project is ever as straight forward as we would like it to be, 
especially one that spans a considerable length of time. So, during the project there were changes to 
staff in the settings and some study children left. If anything this did not hinder the project, rather it 
strengthened it as this is what school life is like!
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What the results said

The children who were chosen to be tracked using the Leuven scales across all four schools were a 
broad mix of gender and ability.  As some children left during the project and their scores could not be 
completed I am showing an average attainment across all children in all schools.

Well being

The average score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2009 was   4
The highest score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2009 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2009 was  2

Involvement

The average score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2009 was  4
The average score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2009 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2009 was  1

After transition into Year One

Well being

The average score awarded for Well being in 
September 2009 was  3
The highest score awarded for Well being in 
September 2009 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Well being in September 
2009 was  1

Involvement

The average score awarded for Involvement in 
September 2009 was  3
The highest score awarded for Involvement in 
September 2009 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Involvement in September 2009 was  1

Overall

Of the 24 children who were initially chosen to be tracked through this transition, all 24 were still in 
place at this point.

8 children maintained their scores in both Well being and Involvement. These children had all scored 
highly in their Reception assessment.

16 children dropped at least one scale point in both Wellbeing and Involvement following transition.

The largest drop in score for Well being was 3 points
The largest drop in score for Involvement was 3 points

In one setting 3 of the 6 children maintained their score in both areas and the other three only 
dropped 1 point in either Wellbeing or Involvement
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In one setting all children dropped at least 1 point in both Well being and Involvement and some 
dropped up to 3 points.

Although the 2 assessments (Reception and Year One) were carried out by 2 different practitioners and 
therefore there is a margin for differences in moderation. The results did though, indicate that even at 
this stage in the project, the methods used to support children through this period of transition had a 
signifi cant impact.

This Cohort of children were assessed again in Spring 2010 and Summer 2010 against the same scales.

8 children maintained their scores across both of these assessments. Of these 8 children 4 had a 
maximum score of 5 in both areas. 4 had mid-range scores in both areas and these scores remained the 
same.

8 children increased their scores during the period of assessment. 

2 children only reached their Reception score for both Wellbeing and Involvement by the end of Year 
One

6 children made up to 2 points progress in either Wellbeing or Involvement, but they did not score the 
maximum of 5 in either area.

Evaluating Current Practice

Once the initial assessments had been carried out the schools refl ected on their current practice for 
transition.

This differed greatly between the settings. Some were at the very beginning of analysing their systems 
and others were mid-way through a process of re-evaluation.

Environment Changes

For some of the settings creating a more fl uid transition meant a signifi cant change to the Year One 
environment. The project worked on the principle that Year One should prepare their environment to 
match the environment that exists in Reception at the end of the Summer Term, not getting Reception 
‘ready’ for Year One.

If the environment was going to look more like Reception then for some settings their planning also 
had to change to allow them to plan effectively for the new environment. 

This presented the fi rst big challenge of the project and helped to shape one of the guiding principles 
for the resulting transition policy.

Some of the Year One staff reported that they felt underprepared in terms of how to manage the 
running of the environment and how to use the Early Years Foundation Stage document to create 
effective planning.

For some there had been a purchase of new furniture to bring the environment more in line with 
Reception. For other settings this was not the case and the staff were struggling to recycle what they 
had got effectively.

There was also the issue of storage or disposal of excess furniture and resources.

Some common issues that were raised through the practitioners’ personal Learning Journey entries 
were that they felt they had lost some control over what the children were doing whilst playing in 
Continuous Provision. 

It was also felt that it was hard to track what the children were doing and that some children only 
played in particular areas of provision therefore seemingly not getting any breadth in their learning.
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In the setting where the transition of the children had been most effective, the Year One practitioner 
had a very strong knowledge of Early Years Foundation 
Stage practice and liaised with her Reception colleague 
on a daily basis. The geography of their setting enhanced 
and supported their close working relationship and 
meant that each practitioner was very knowledgeable 
about the practice of the other and that the children were 
very comfortable and familiar with all the staff in both 
classes.

For this setting their immediate challenge was to ensure 
that the children who had made the transition from 
Reception into Year One were suitably challenged when 
outside of an adult directed activity.

The fact that this close working relationship had resulted 
in such a positive impact on the transition was what 
would have been expected. As a result the planned opportunities for collaborative working formed the 
backbone of the transition policy. 

Planning and Paperwork

Effective planning for children performing at Early Years Foundation Stage level alongside children 
who were working within the National Curriculum is challenging for any practitioner, especially if your 
knowledge of one curriculum is stronger than the other.

Staff taking part in the project (particularly in Year One) felt it was essential that they had time to 
familiarise themselves with the Early Years Foundation Stage document and to also have opportunities 
to see how their colleagues in Reception planned and then executed that planning, working alongside 
them to give opportunities for questioning and investigation. 

As part of the planning process we looked at the information that was passed up from Reception to 
Year One and how much of this information was currently used by the Year One staff to inform their 
initial planning process.

The information varied from setting to setting, but the one common issue was that Reception  were 
producing a great deal of information that wasn’t being used. The reasons for this varied. Some Year 
One staff were not sure how to interpret the EYFS Profi le data and therefore were unable to use it, 
some felt more secure in carrying out their own assessments at the beginning of the year. It was felt by 
the working party that opportunities for professional discussion about the Reception cohorts progress 
needed to take place with the Year One staff regularly, so that they gained a broad picture of the 
attainment of the children they would be teaching the following year. This dialogue would also give 
the Year One staff the opportunity to discuss how the opportunities offered to children in Reception 
could be enhanced to help them with some of the challenges of Year One.

A number of planning formats and routines were discussed with each setting. Regardless of the pro 
forma that was eventually put in place, the underlying need was one that ensured the planning was 
based on accurate assessment and that it clearly provided challenge and was evaluated to show 
attainment.

To ensure that only relevant and useful information was passed up from Reception a decision about 
exactly what information would be passed up would be decided on by practitioners from both year 
groups alongside the schools assessment coordinator rather than on a more adhoc basis which was 
the practice of some of the settings.

Building on what children know

One practitioner described children’s transition in Year One as ‘hitting a brick wall’.  In their setting the 
changes in Early Years Foundation Stage had been huge but this change had not been refl ected in Year 
One where the practice had remained the same.
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She felt that as a Yr1 practitioner her knowledge of the Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum was 
limited and she found it diffi cult to interpret the children’s attainment based on the Profi le information 
that she was provided with. As a result the children were all completely re-assessed on entry to Year 
One against National Curriculum expectations. 

Needless to say there were a number of children whose attainment appeared to go backwards.

Probably the worst time to assess children is on their return to school in September as they have just 
had the longest break in the school calendar. They are still getting back into the swing of school life as 
well as getting used to their new teacher and new routines. It is little wonder that they don’t perform 
well in their assessments.

For transition from Reception to Year One to be really effective Year One practitioners need to have a 
working knowledge of Early Years Foundation Stage and its curriculum and then be able to use the 
information that they are provided with to ensure their expectations of the children are challenging 
and based on accurate assessment.

At the beginning of Year One there needs to be cross phase planning that looks at the child’s stage of 
development and not just the year group that they are in.

When settings trialled regular meetings throughout the year between the Reception and Year One 
staff they reported that this was highly benefi cial as they obtained a very clear picture of the cohorts 
attainment over time and therefore knew what to expect in terms of attainment  in specifi c areas of 
the curriculum long before the children moved into their class.

It was also found that it was very benefi cial for the Reception and Year One staff to meet post 
transition. This enabled the Year One staff to talk about how the class were performing and the 
Reception staff to compare this to their expectations of that child in both behaviour and attainment.

Informing and working with Parents

Most of the settings reported that they felt parents’ expectations of Year One would be that it was 
more ‘formal’ and there was some concern about how parents would react to the idea of a play based 
approach being extended into Year One.

On a visit to one of the schools during the project I spoke to some parents who were dropping their 
children off and they referred to Year One as ‘big school where they will do proper work’.

If this is the case then the school has a great deal of work to do to educate parents about the benefi ts 
of the Early Years Foundation Stage approach. This can be easier to say than to do. Three of the four 
settings expressed frustration at the number of parents who didn’t read information that was sent 
home and didn’t attend any parent training/meetings that were run by the school.

Two of the settings were very successfully using a home/school learning log that not only talked about 
the children’s attainment at school, but also gave parents/carers opportunity to comment on what 
the children were interested in at home as well as ideas for them to try at home with their children. 
Throughout the duration of the project these home school link books continued to be well used.

In another setting, Year One parents said that they had really missed the access they had had to the 
Reception staff every day and the in which that relationship had made them feel very knowledgeable 
about how their child was doing.

They also said that their main concern about their children moving into Year One was not how hard the 
work might be, but what would the teacher be like. We felt that, as part of the parent/carers transition 
into Year One, it was important that they had an opportunity to meet the teacher well in advance 
of the end of term. At that meeting the practitioners could discuss how the Year One environment 
and curriculum would support the children and also have an opportunity to make clear the settings 
expectations for attainment.

The settings that trialled this, reported a very positive impact and feedback from the parents and 
carers who attended. The one diffi culty that they recorded was reaching all of the intended audience; 
especially those parents and carers that they felt needed to hear the message most.
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One of the settings in the project produced an A4 fl ier to send home that mapped out how the 
curriculum would change during the course of Year One. It contained lots of photographs of children 
engaged in learning and split the year into terms, recording in each term the sort of thing the children 
might be doing and how this would impact on their learning. 

The simplicity of the layout and message alongside the number of images resulted in a large number 
of parents reading and referring to it.

Another of the settings gave out similar information as part of their Spring parent consultation 
evening. Slightly more time was allotted per parent and the Reception practitioner talked them 
through the content.

Parents/carers for whom English was an additional language also needed careful consideration as their 
understanding of what their children would be experiencing was crucial to the success of the project.

For any parent/carer who was unable to attend the meeting the information was held at the school 
offi ce. Only when parents/carers had collected this information did they fi nd out whose class their 
child would be in the following year.

Another setting (not part of this project) attached a raffl e ticket to similar information which gave the 
holder a chance to win a large hamper of goodies. The information was explained to the adult before 
they could take the ticket. This school recorded a remarkable take up for their transition information.

Parents in the settings were canvassed for their opinion and here are some of their thoughts:

 ‘My daughter was in year 1 many years ago and the approach now is better. It’s more exciting for the 
children, and my son seems to be happier and it’s not a chore to come to school.’

‘Really happy for my son to be at school and happy for the way he is being taught.’ 

‘My son loves his class teachers. He gets very excited when coming back after the holidays.’ 

‘I have no concerns about the approach, I think this year will be fantastic for my son’s learning.’ 

‘He is always chatting about things he has been learning and sometimes will continue what he is 
learning at home.’ 

‘This approach is more relaxed for the children but I can still see my child progressing. I feel it is good 
for the children to have a choice of things to access as they enjoy learning more.’

Continuing Professional Development

Time for staff to meet to fulfi l all of the requirements of the transition policy was an issue in most 
settings. Although all of the suggestions of the policy were thought to be valid and had proved to be 
effective, it was felt that in order to be done thoroughly and to achieve a quality outcome designated 
and protected time needed to be given as part of the school’s policy for CPD.

Ideally training on the Early Years Foundation Stage Profi le points and interpretation of scale points 
should be part of the whole schools agenda for staff training, but at the very least Year One staff need 
to be given time within the settings training schedule to become knowledgeable about policy and 
practice.
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Barriers to Success

In all settings the barriers to success that the Heads and practitioners 
identifi ed were remarkably similar.

Looking from a whole school perspective, the things that had got in the 
way of progress were

o Staff Change: In schools where there has been little or no 
change the project has made good progress. In schools 
where there continues to be change of leadership and 
staff the project has made limited progress. 

o Staff Absence: Schools where a member of the team 
had been absent have also made slower progress 

o Engagement of the head/senior team: In the settings 
where the head had been proactive in working with the 
project, good progress has been made. 

o Subject Knowledge: It has become clear that in those settings where the practitioners 
have strong subject knowledge and a wealth of experience, progress had been good. 

From a practitioner’s point of view some barriers were:

o Time to make the environment really fantastic. 

o The constant worry that the Y2 teacher will not value the skills that these children have. 

o The worry that other staff members do not value/understand exactly what we are trying to 
achieve. 

o Money- you can never have enough. 

o Providing an extra member of staff, with responsibility for maintaining the shared area and 
promoting purposeful use/play within it, would be a wonderful addition. 

o Timetabled day and discreet foundation subjects (since December) kept day formal. 

o Lack of access to outdoors 

o A reluctance to scrap previous year 1 planning (self-imposed by year 1 teachers). The 
diffi culty has been trying to fi t this planning into a lesson with added continuous provision 
– the curriculum planning would need a total overhaul. 

o Staff ease with play based curriculum and understanding of how to create play-based 
scenarios for EYFS learning objectives 

o Staff unease at giving adults time to observe and intervene to support learning on all 
levels of planning across both YR and Yr1 - Teacher and TA always ‘teaching’ either whole 
class, or a group of children. 

o In Yr 1 the majority of children not being able to work on a directed task without adult 
support (Autumn Term) – needed lots of training. 

o Equipment / furniture not always suitable for the children to self- access equipment. 

o Not got a range of resources to keep resources exciting and ‘new’ e.g. small world etc. 

o Lack of space in the classroom to set up different areas and create a feel of ‘space’ and 
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freedom. 

o Lack of clarity for year 1 staff about expectations of the project e.g. who is giving advice/
taking decisions.

o Confl icting ideas within SLT as to how Year 1 should be run / no prior discussion, guidance 
or agreement about what changes SLT envisaged for year 1/ changes sometimes  imposed 
by SLT without consultation with year 1 staff. 

o Year 1 lead teacher lacking the experience and confi dence to make signifi cant changes in 
year 1. Lack of these changes could potentially have a negative impact upon results. 

The majority of the identifi ed issues above are based on pedagogy, practice and understanding. Many 
of them can be resolved with effective training and development.

In settings where the practitioner knowledge is developing or not embedded, the progress has been 
slow.  At times in the settings where practice is not embedded the project becomes more about 
effective teaching than transition. In settings where the head teacher or senior team has a more in-
depth knowledge of Early Years Foundation Stage the progress has been good. Where the knowledge 
is limited – the progress was not as developed.

Final Assessment

In the Summer Term of 2010 six children from the Reception class of each setting were assessed 
against the Leuven scales and then in the Autumn Term they were reassessed on entry to Year One.

In all settings there was a signifi cant difference in the number of children who maintained their scores 
during the transition.

In the settings where there had been the least number of changes in staffi ng or management during 
the project all children maintained their end of Reception scores and in one setting, with very effective 
and embedded transition arrangements some children actually increased their score.

What the results said at the end of the project

As before the children who were chosen were tracked using the Leuven scales. Across all four schools 
they were a broad mix of gender and ability.  

Well being

The average score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2010 was   4
The highest score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2010 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Well being in Summer Term 2010 was  1

Involvement

The average score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2010 was  3
The highest score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2010 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Involvement in Summer Term 2010 was  1
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After transition into Year One

Well being

The average score awarded for Well being in September 2010 was  4
The highest score awarded for Well being in September 2010 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Well being in September 2010 was  3

Involvement

The average score awarded for Involvement in September 2010 was  4
The highest score awarded for Involvement in September 2010 was  5
The lowest score awarded for Involvement in September 2010 was  3

Overall

20 children maintained their scores in both Well being and Involvement. These children had all scored 
highly in their Reception assessment.

No children dropped at least one scale point in both Wellbeing and Involvement following transition. 

The largest drop in score was for Well being was 1 point
The largest drop in score for Involvement was 1 point

In one setting all the children maintained their score in both areas

Although the 2 assessments (Reception and Year One) were carried out by 2 different practitioners and 
therefore there is a margin for differences in moderation. The results indicate that the methods used to 
support children through this period of transition following the implementation of a new policy and 
practice had a signifi cant impact on both Wellbeing and Involvement.

The results clearly show that if transition is to be truly effective in maintaining children’s interest 
and enjoyment in school, which will ultimately impact on their potential for attainment, it must be a 
thought out and valued process.  

What the staff said

It was clear from the results that the initiative had had some impact in all of the settings. In those 
settings where circumstance and ethos had allowed maximum input to the project there were 
maximum gains.

This is what some of the Year One practitioners said at the end of the project about its impact.

We expect standards to rise because the children 
are more independent and are intrinsically 
motivated to learn because of the play based 
approach.

We do feel that the stage of the cohort this year is 
ahead of last years, despite the lower scale points 
when entering Year One.  This is particularly 
evident in Writing, Reading and Numeracy

Cohort is poorer than last years in general, but 
assessment shows that those children still on 
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EYFS curriculum have made significantly better progress.

Current performance is broadly in line with last year, however the FSP scores for this years class were 
significantly lower. Therefore the progress is much better.

Children are more autonomous and independent than previous cohorts.  The children feel that they are 
involved in their own education and are allowed to make choices and be involved in decision making.

We also expect /hope that the practice on Year 1 builds on the FS in that children will continue to be 
“excited and motivated to learn.

We have changed the Year 1 provision so that it becomes more play based, relevant and exciting for the 
children, continuing a situation they are already familiar with in the reception class.

There is a two way dialogue between Reception and year 1 so that Reception can try to make changes 
that will help the children when they enter year 1 ( to create a smoother transition) e.g. Changes made 
in Reception provision so that the children are more able to get on independently with a ‘directed’ task 
when they enter year 1.

Changes in Reception provision so that more children have made the connection between Letters and 
Sounds and their written form e.g. they can apply their L+S knowledge when writing and reading, 
therefore enabling them to be independent readers and writers quicker when they enter Year 1.

What the Headteachers said…

All of the schools involved in the Transition Project had applied to the Local Authority for the 
opportunity to join. As part of the process the Headteacher of each school had to agree to support and 
release the staff involved and to take on as many recommendations of the project as possible for its 
entire duration.

Towards the end of the project they were all asked to comment on if/how the project had had an 
impact on their settings. Responses included:

 I would like to see the best elements of the EYFS being taken in to Year1 and the rest of the school.  
The emotional development of out youngest children has been an issue and staff in reception and year 
1 have now planned together and worked together – this has been a real positive for our school.

This project has proved to be a significant challenge for the school in a time of great change, especially 
in staffing.  It has been a difficult journey but staff are still willing to continue.  We have put simple 
changes in place and are starting to build on this, for example, the development of writing

I am very pleased with this project in my school. It has had a very positive impact upon the children 
in reception and year 1 and we are looking at how we can move some of the ethos in to the rest of the 
school.
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Further Reference

• Blackpool LA EYFS Profi le Moderation Exemplifi cation Folder (available from the LA)

• Blackpool Transition Document.

• Seamless Transition: Supporting continuity in young people’s learning, Ref DFES – 0267 – 2006

• Every Parent Matters, Ref LKAW/2007

• Progress Matters – Reviewing and enhancing children’s development, Ref. 00217 – 2009BKT-EN

• The Impact of Parental Involvement on Children’s Education, Ref DCSF – 00924  - 2008

www.standards.dcfs.gov.uk

www.teachernet.gov.uk/publications 

‘Continuing the Learning Journey’ – supporting transition from Reception to Year One is available from 
QCA order line Tel: 08700 60 60 15   Order Number QCA/05/1590 

ISBN1-85838-720-5
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Appendix 1

Example TRANSITION POLICY

Reception – KS1

Contents

- Introduction

- Rationale

- Aims

- Equal Opportunities and Inclusion

- Principles that underpin the policy

- Initial Preparations

- Creating an appropriate environment

- Building on what children know and understand

- Partnership with Parents

- Continuing Professional Development

- Appendices

Introduction

Excellence and Enjoyment discusses broadening and increasing the creativity within Key Stage One 
to meet the needs of young children. Extending the Early Years Foundation Stage approach into Key 
Stage One would address the advice given in this guidance, as well as meeting the needs of younger 
children as they progress through their learning.

In this policy, ‘transition’ describes the movement that takes place from one year to the next, and in 
particular from one phase of education to the next within the school. This is different from ‘transfer’ 
which describes the movement from one school to the next.

Rationale

At [insert school name] we feel it is important to create a whole school approach of which staff, 
children, parents, governors and other agencies have a clear understanding. This policy is a formal 
statement of intent for Reception to KS1 transition. The policy also facilitates how we meet the legal 
requirements of Education Acts and National Curriculum requirements.

Aims

That all children will experience a smooth educational and emotional transition from one phase to the 
next. This will ensure that children make the best all round progress.

Equal Opportunities and Inclusion

All children and parents will be actively involved in the process and their perceptions about transition 
are explored and valued.

There are clear curriculum guidelines for children with learning diffi culties during transition. 
Appropriate assistance will be provided in a variety of ways including:

- Taking account of or providing opportunities for a range of learning styles

- Using pupil’s ideas and motivations as a starting point for learning
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- Adjusting the conceptual demand of the task as appropriate for the child.

Principles that underpin the policy

The principles that underpin our transition policy are

- Approaches to teaching and learning should be harmonised at the point of transition

- Planning should be based upon assessment information from the previous class/group/setting

- Styles of teaching and learning should meet the needs of children and not pre-conceived notions 
of what is or is not appropriate for the next phase/Key Stage

- There should be a professional regard for the information from the previous setting/phase

- Children’s emotional welfare, wellbeing and involvement should be assessed before and after 
transition.

- Children should enjoy the transition process

- The transition should motivate and challenge children

- The allocation of staff for a period prior to, during and after initial transition should be made to 
maximise the comfort and welfare of the children. 

- Effective transition takes time, and is a process rather than an event.

- Parents and carers need to feel well informed about and comfortable with all transitions in their 
child’s life.

- Children, parents/carers and staff need to be involved on an equal basis.

- Transition is about the setting fi tting the child, not the child fi tting the setting.

- Transitions are not overlooked or left to chance, but thought about and planned in advance.

Initial preparations

Transitions are not overlooked or left to chance; good transition takes careful thought and thorough 
planning well in advance. All staff must be aware of the systems that are currently in place and build 
their review into the schools Self Evaluation schedule.

- Year One teachers spend some designated time in Reception each term, observing children in 
their familiar environment and observing practice.

- Time is planned for termly meetings between Reception and Year One for teachers to discuss on 
going assessment and Profi le information.

- Reception, Year One teachers and 
the Assessment coordinator agree 
together what needs to be handed 
on at the end of the year.

- Reception children visit Year One a 
minimum of once per term.

- At least one joint project is planned 
between Reception and Year One 
each year.

- Arrangements are made for passing 
on information to parents about the 
transition to Year One. 



- Reception parents are invited to meet the Year One teacher/support staff (where practicable) and 
explore the Year One environment.

- Reception teachers are given designated time to observe teaching practice in Year One at least 
once a term.

Creating an appropriate environment

- Year One classroom has areas of continuous provision to support and extend children’s 
independence skills.

- All staff have received training on how to provide a high quality learning environment

- Year One staff have visited reception to see how areas of provision provide support and challenge 
for children’s current learning so that they can ensure future progress in the way they plan and 
organise their provision.

- The areas of provision in Year One are planned for appropriate learning objectives with more 
challenge and teacher focussed tasks

- Children in Year One have access to an outdoor learning environment to support teaching and 
learning.

- A richly resourced outdoor classroom is used to support teaching and learning in Year One.

Building on what children know and understand

- Areas of provision are planned for Year One, similar to those in Reception, but with appropriate 
challenge and adult directed activities.

- Support staff move with the Reception children to their next class.

- Reception and Year One staff meet to discuss assessment information

- Reception teachers highlight those children who are still working at Early Years Foundation Stage 
level or may need a modifi ed curriculum.

- Year One teachers will use cross phase planning that incorporates both EYFS Development 
Matters and National Curriculum levels.

- Reception and Year One teachers meet in the latter part of the summer term to discuss the 
possible curriculum and environment for the fi rst half term in Year One

- Teachers meet after the fi rst few weeks in Year One to discuss individual children after the settling 
in period

- From the Spring term Reception and Year One teachers occasionally teach each other’s classes to 
develop a greater understanding of children’s learning and gain knowledge about the curriculum.

Partnership with parents

At [school name] we encourage parents to be involved by:

- Inviting parents into school (at least 3) times a year to discuss the progress of their child.

- Inviting parents into school in the Summer term to discuss the annual report 

- Inviting parents to curriculum evenings.

- Half termly information booklets/newsletters to inform parents of curriculum coverage.

- Encouraging parents to come in and help in the classroom.

[Add individual practice]
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- Parents are informed in the Summer term about the class that their child will be in.

- Parents are given clear information about what to expect in Year One.

- Parents are given the opportunity to meet the Year One staff before moves to Yr 1.

- Parents are invited to experience the Year One environment, classroom layout and resources      
 before their child moves to Yr 1.

- Reception parents are invited to help in Year One

- Parents are invited to an information evening outlining what the National Curriculum is, and how  
 best to support their child’s learning in Year One.

- Brief end of the day ‘open door’ sessions are offered to parents in the fi rst few weeks of Year One  
 to address any issues regarding their child settling into Year One.

Continuing Professional Development

- Reception and Year One teachers have an in-depth knowledge of the Early Years Foundation 
Stage Profi le contains and are able to interpret the scale points.

- Reception and Year One teachers have a clear understanding of the Early Years Foundation Stage 
Curriculum links to the National Curriculum. 

- Reception and Year One teachers are confi dent in making assessments based on carefully 
observing children.

- Reception and Year One teachers plan collaboratively checking that continuity and progression 
are evident from Reception to Year One.

- Professional development opportunities in relation to transition are evident in the School 
Improvement Plan.

Appendices

Could include:

A resources list

 A transition action plan

Examples of Profi le Point 

References to appropriate relevant information
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St Cuthbert’s Catholic Primary School

Transition Year 1 Project

Our Learning Journey

The process has not been without its challenges. However we have also enjoyed a lot of successes. Through 
these sections we will;

      • Illustrate what we hoped to achieve from the project and what we needed to do to ensure    
 success

• Give a brief overview of ABCs vision

• Illustrate challenges faced

• Successes enjoyed

• Next steps

Our Hopes 

• Opportunities to see examples of good practice

• A stress free smooth transition

• Identifi cation of areas for development

• A positive impact on KS1 results

• Further positive implications for different year groups

• Advice and support on how best to use the space and resources

Needs

• Discussion regarding shared use of the outdoor area

• Audit of resources

• Whole school discussion re skills/topic based curriculum

• Time for shared planning

• Overview of skills to be developed

• Decision re themes

Alistair’s vision
It’s only a bit of plywood!- Alistair Bryce-Clegg (ABC)

• Our fi rst meeting with Alistair. We were expecting  some advice on planning , resources etc.

• ABC however had different ideas!

• He suggested that we should knock down a wall and combine the two classes into a combined YR/
Y1unit.It wasn’t quite what Des was expecting.

• We thought long and hard and decided to go for it?

• As ABC said “It’s only a bit of plywood , you can always rebuild it if it doesn’t work”



Challenges

The process has not been easy. 

ABC has challenged us every step of the way.

We continue to review, evaluate, develop and improve.

The next few sections will illustrates the challenges faced

Sharing the teaching space

“I give it two weeks. One of ‘em’s tidy the other just makes a mess!”- Mike Ives Site Supervisor

Working closely together requires: 

• Team work 

• Mutual respect

• Shared ethos and vision

Making the best use of the space

• The removal of an internal wall gave us a huge space to play with.

• Currently the shared area holds a creative workshop, a deconstructed role play area, a snack table 
and a construction area.

• This is about the fi fth time that this has changed!

• We think we have got it right -at last. But who knows!

Grouping

• Running two classes in one space is not easy.

• ABCs vision was that it would, essentially be one class split by ability. 

• It has not quite worked out that way but we are getting there.

• It took us about a year to get used to using the space before we could really combine the classes. 
But we have made a start by setting the children for phonics. 

• This will evolve further over the coming months

Outdoor Area

• This was problematic initially.

• We had 60 children all using one space.

• For health and safety reasons we had to limit the number of children using the outdoors at any 
one time.

• Not ideal, we know, but another area that we continue to 
review.

• Ensuring play is purposeful has been a challenge.

• We have reduced the amount of equipment set up each day.

• Two adult led numeracy/literacy focused activities are now 
provided along with continuous provision.

• The focused activities are differentiated accordingly 
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Maintaining good quality continuous provision

• When 60 children access the creative workshop at 8.55on a 
Monday morning, there is not a grain of glitter or kitchen roll tube 
left by 9.15!

• The need to restock and maintain the area is constant.

• We have got parents on board to help with supplies of junk 
modelling

Differentiation in the Continuous Provision

• We have introduced new provision maps. This maps highlight key learning 
experiences for all age groups, adult role, key language/questions and a weekly skills 
focus. 

Challenge work for Year 1

• After autumn half term “challenges” are provided for Y1 children.

• Again these are differentiated.

• We have tried to use talking postcards, but as yet, the children are still recording over 
them!

• We now just used simple hand written cards with children completing the “blue 
blaster” extension task if they feel able.

Adult support in the shared area

• We feel the shared area would benefi t from adult input at key points 
through the day.

• Currently this is done on an ad-hoc basis.

• However we have, for a short time , got adult support for 3 hours per day.

Refl ecting good practice throughout the unit

• ABC highlighted the need for us to refl ect the learning going on through display.

• We have now changed our approach to display, with lots of annotated photographs/
children’s comments and responses displayed in speech bubbles. Any work that the 
children have done is displayed immediately.

• This has been a great success and we are confi dent that the environment refl ects our 
good practice.

Successes

• The Team

• Peer Tutoring

• Time for focused group work



• Children extending their own learning

• Confi dent, happy, independent children

The Team

• Working closely together has created a extremely good team ethos.

• We are a strong and united unit.

Peer Tutoring

• The Year 1 children are great models for the reception class, particularly at the start of the year.

• This does continue throughout the year and is great for self esteem.

• Here we see Ella (Y1) acting as a lollipop person for the reception children.

• Reception and Year 1 children re enacting their experiences of Christmas

• Exploring the pirate small world tray.

Targeted Support

• Small group work and very limited whole class input along with no playtime allows time for much 
more personalised learning.  (I would never have playtime again)

• Knowing , when you are working with a small group, that the rest of the class are accessing good 
quality learning experiences within the continuous provision means that not a moment of the day 
is wasted.

• Having a well resourced outdoor area means that you can 
“do” numeracy/literacy wherever/whenever you want. It is not 
confi ned to a set time or place

• Molly had been working with a member of staff earlier on the 
week and hadn’t quite grasped the numeracy objective. The staff 
member targeted Molly outdoors and revisited the learning 1:1.

        Independent Learning.

• Children have the time and freedom to extend their learning 
independently.

• Phoebe; after reading Funnybones she went on to write the funny 
bones story and compose her own song and make a percussion 
instrument. Not bad for a mornings work.

Revisiting and Practicing

• Well planned enhancements to the continuous provision allow 
children to develop /enhance and practice skills taught.

• Retelling the story of ‘Whatever Next”

• Practicing addition skills
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• Exploring capacity

• Making “doubles towers”

• Exploring directional language

• Developing writing skills through small world play

• Recreating fi reworks through splatter painting.

• Independent writing 

• Making a “moon landing”  

• Using a construction kit to make a boat for Peter Pan and the 
pirates

• Labeling a treasure map

• Designing, describing  and making a “Wild Thing”

The children!

• To me the children are true “foundation stage” children with the transition to Year 1 being 
seamless.

• They all still maintain the ‘buzz” of FS children. 

• A play based approach such as this ensures we are maximising children’s natural curiosity and 
willingness to learn.

• They are all developing as independent learners.

• They see learning as exiting and are truly motivated and 
enthusiastic. 



End of Key Stage assessments

• The Year 1 class that were part of the project made good progress throughout the year and 
continue to do so in Year 2.

• I am confi dent that the end of key stage assessments will show that our approach has had a 
positive impact on the children’s learning and development.

What next?

• Foundation Stage practice is being carried in Year 2

• We will continue to monitor/review and evaluate 

• Further develop grouping the children by ability as opposed to age.
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